Thanks for attending. Shall we begin. Agenda item 1.

We collaborate we innovate
We build and we disrupt
We cultivate and we create
The economy of trust.

We lean into the meaning
We express and explore
The value of values
The economy of thought.

Neurological pathways open
And new routes appear
Light brightens the horizon
And there it is: The New Idea.

Agenda item 2.

We don’t do blue sky thinking
Nor thinking outside of the box
There are ways as yet unfound
Doors as yet unlocked.

Be undaunted unbowed
Uncompromising and unafraid.
Ask if at first it were not imagined
How else could it be made?

Agenda Item 3.

So let’s imagine, a new deal,
Nature as our university
Nature’s most common claim
Is diversity.

The ship collaborates with the sea
The sail innovates with the wind
The nature of our voyage is we
Are collaborators herein.

Matters arising in any other business
Minutes are taken ideas are lost
Now and then you think ‘what is this?’
Who is the prophet what is the loss?
Any other business.

We harness the storms around us
We embrace ideas that confound us
We sense the light surround us
Therein the new day has found us.

We collaborate we innovate
We build and we disrupt
We cultivate and we create
The economy of trust.
We lean into the meaning
We express and explore
The value of values
The economy of thought.

Neurological pathways open
And new routes appear
Light brightens new horizons
And there: The New Idea.